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Probe of origin and nature of neutrino mass
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Search for a theory of neutrino mass



Charged fermions: 
mass from Yukawa couplings
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 need a Higgs doublet -and it suffices Weinberg ‘67



LR asymmetry a blessing - but  a curse too

massless neutrino 

Break LR symmetry spontaneously?
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Motivation in itself, bring parity on the 
same footing as gauge symmetries 

It makes all the difference 



 LR symmetric theory (of neutrino mass) 
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but why neutrino mass so small? 
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reading on.
(i) In the SM the Higgs boson decay rates are com-

pletely determined by the masses of particles in ques-
tion. This is crux of the Higgs mechanism, completed by
Weinberg [8] and GIM [9]. In particular, the one-to-one
correspondence between masses and Yukawa couplings of
charged fermions allows one to predict the Higgs boson
decays into fermion anti-fermion pairs

�(h ! ff̄) / mh
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. (1)

This is what it means to understand the origin of particle
masses. One can worry why the masses are what they
are, but this question, if it is ever to be answered, comes
after one establishes their Higgs-Weinberg origin.

It is in this sense that the LR symmetric model is the
theory of neutrino mass, as will be discussed in section
VI. In direct analogy with (1) one can predict [6] the
Higgs decay into light and heavy neutrinos, or better,
the decay of heavy right-handed neutrino N (when it is
heavier than the Higgs) into the Higgs and light neutrino.
As an illustration, I give here the relevant expression [10]
for a simplified case described in the section VI
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This would be hard to observe, needles to say; however,
there is an experimentally more accessible decay channel
of right-handed neutrino N into the W boson and charged
lepton [6, 10]
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where V is the PMNS leptonic mixing matrix.
In the general case the above expressions look some-

what more complicated, but all the essential features are
caught here. One has a complete analogy with the Stan-
dard Model situation regarding the charged fermions,
only now one has to know the (Majorana) masses and
mixings of left and right handed neutrinos separately.
More about it in the section VI.

(ii) The right-handed quark mixing matrix VR has a
simple approximate form [7] as a function of the usual
left-handed CKM matrix VL

(VR)ij ' (VL)ij � i✏
(VL)ik(V

†
LmuVL)kj

mdk +mdj

+O(✏2) (4)

where ✏ is a small unknown expansion parameter. It can
be shown that the left and right mixing angles are almost
the same, and right-handed phases depend only on VL

and ✏. A determined reader should go to the section VII
for more details and for some immediate consequences of
(4) regarding the right-handed mixing angles and phases.

The rest of this short review is organised as follows.
I first discuss the salient features of the theory in the

next section, and then try to give a historical develop-
ment that took one to the seesaw based version of the
model. Thus, in the section IV I go through the original
version of theory that had Dirac neutrinos and struggled
explaining why their masses were so small. The section
V is devoted to the modern version of the theory based
on the seesaw mechanism with naturally light Majorana
neutrinos. Next, I go over the issues (i) and (ii) above in
the sections VI and VII, respectively, before o↵ering an
outlook for the future. I end with an epilogue, in order to
make the presentation not only LR but also top-bottom
symmetric.

III. GENERIC FEATURES

The minimal LR symmetric theory is based on the
SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ U(1)B�L gauge group, augmented
by the symmetry between the left and right sectors [2–5].
Quarks and leptons are then completely LR symmetric
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Clearly, the LR symmetry says that if there is a LH
neutrino, there must be the RH one too and neutrino
cannot remain massless. A desire to cure the left-right
asymmetry of weak interactions lead automatically to
neutrino mass.
The formula for the electromagnetic charge be-

comes [11]

Qem = I3L + I3R +
B � L

2
. (6)

which trades the hard to recall hyper-charge of the SM
for B �L, the physical anomaly-free global symmetry of
the SM, now gauged. Both LR symmetry and the gauged
B � L require the presence of RH neutrinos.
LR symmetries. It is easy to verify that the only

realistic discrete LR symmetries, preserving the kinetic
terms, are P and C, the generalised parity and charge-
conjugation respectively, supplemented by the exchange
of the left and right SU(2) gauge groups (for a recent
discussion and references, see [12]).
Higgs sector. The analog of the SM Higgs doublet is

now a bi-doublet [3–5]
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in order to provide masses for charged fermions. This
amounts to two SU(2)L doublets, but one of them ends
up being very heavy and e↵ectively decouples from low
energies [5]. In analogy with their charged partners neu-
trinos get Dirac mass.

bi-doublet - EW scale
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IV. CLASSIC ERA

So far so good. But what fields should be used for the
large scale of symmetry breaking?

In the original version [3–5] one opted for B � L = 1
LH and RH doublets, i.e. the doublets under SU(2)L and
SU(2)R groups respectively. It seemed a logical choice, a
LR extension of the SM Higgs doublet. Looking back, it
is hard to understand why for some years no alternative
was studied, since there was nothing special about this
choice. After all, we had already used the SU(2)L dou-
blets, in a form of a bi-doublet, in order to give masses
to charged fermions. The large scale Higgs sector deter-
mines the ratio of new gauge boson masses, WR and ZR

but why in the world should it mimic the SM situation
with W and Z? It is both instructive and amusing how
one gets sidetracked and confused at the beginnings.

In any case, one sat down to show that parity could be
broken spontaneously [4, 5]. The symmetry of the poten-
tial tells you immediately that there are only two possi-
bilities: (i) same vevs for LH and RH doublets, unaccept-
able; (ii) one of the two vevs vanishing, as required by
experiment. It was easy to show that there was the stable
minimum with only the RH doublet vev, and the task of
breaking the theory down to the SM was achieved [4, 5].

The main prediction of the model was a massive neu-
trino, a Dirac fermion just like the electron. So why in
the world was it so light?

V. MODERN ERA

So, the theory was prophetic in predicting neutrino
mass so early, years before experiment, but it seemed
to fail to account for its smallness [13]. It turned out
that the problem was not LR symmetric gauge group,
but simply the choice of the heavy Higgs sector. This let
to the with a version of the theory based on the seesaw
mechanism [14–16].

The main point was to chose the right Higgs in or-
der to make RH neutrino a heavy Majorana lepton, so
that it could mix with the LH one and give it in turn
a tiny mass. All that it required was to substitute dou-
blets by the appropriate triplets. In this way, the theory
led naturally to a Majorana neutrino and lepton num-
ber violation (LNV). In our paper [15], Mohapatra and I
emphasised this, and argued that the resulting LNV pro-
cess, the neutrinoless double decay [17], could be easily
generated by new RH sector, and not by small Majorana
neutrino mass. Yet, it is often claimed to this day that
this process is a direct probe of neutrino Majorana mass;
this is simply wrong. Btw, the idea of new physics being
possibly behind the neutrinoless double beta decay dates
back all the way to the late fifties [18].

Some years later Wai-Yee Keung [19] and I made a case
for an analog high-energy Lepton Number Violating pro-
cess, the production and the subsequent decay of the RH
neutrino. We realised that due to its Majorana nature,

the RH neutrino, once produced on-shell would decay
equally into a charged lepton and anti-lepton. This allows
to test and measure directly its Majorana nature, not just
indirectly through low energy e↵ective processes. Also,
besides the usual LNV conserving final state, one would
have direct LNV in the form of the same sign charged
di-leptons and (two) jets. This turns out to be a generic
property of any theory that leads to Majorana neutrino
and has become over the years the paradigm for LNV at
hadronic colliders, and today both CMS and ATLAS are
looking into it.
What follows is a brief, almost telegraphic review of

this subject. A reader that wishes to dig deeper can
consult more detailed recent overviews in [10, 20] or a
classic book on the subject [21], especially regarding the
neutrino stu↵.
In summary, the modern day version of the theory is

based on the seesaw mechanism. The Higgs sector con-
sists of the following multiplets [14, 15]: the bi-doublet
� of (7) and the SU(2)L,R triplets �L,R
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The first stage of symmetry breaking down to the SM
symmetry takes the following form [4, 5, 15]

h�0
Li = 0, h�0

Ri = vR (9)

with vR giving masses to the heavy charged and neutral
gauge bosons WR, ZR, right-handed neutrinos and all the
scalars except for the usual Higgs doublet (the light dou-
blet in the bi-doublet �). Next, the neutral components
of � develop vevs and break the SM symmetry down to
U(1)em

h�i = v diag(cos�,� sin�e�ia) (10)

where v is real and positive and � < ⇡/4, 0 < a < 2⇡.
In turn, �L develops a tiny induced vev h�Li /

v
2
/vR [22] which contributes directly to neutrino mass.

Its smallness is naturally controlled by a small quartic
coupling, sensitive only to the seesaw contribution [22].
I should stress that there is confusion to this day re-

garding the issue of naturalness of small vL, and it is
even argued that parity ought to be broken at the high
scale (with a gauge singlet) in order to make �L heavy
enough, and e↵ectively decouple it from the physics of
the LR theory. However, large scales only add a hierarchy
problem and thus make things worse. A small, protected
coupling is definitely more natural than a large ratio of
mass scales. Moreover, breaking parity through a singlet
vev is physically equivalent to the soft breaking, and is a
step backward towards the original formulation when it
was claimed that parity had to be broken softly.
The soft breaking (or the large scale spontaneous

breaking) alleviates the infamous domain wall prob-
lem [23] of spontaneously broken discrete symmetries,
but this may not be such a problem after all. It turns

L and R triplets - LR scale
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Discrete L$ R Symmetry

› VqR ’ V
CKM

L ! Lower Bound MWR > 2:5 TeV

s u ; c ; t d

W L

d u ; c ; t s

W L

s u ; c ; t d

W L

d u ; c ; t s

W R

1

› �mK = 10`15 GeV

› LR has double number of diagrams: 2

› LR has logarithm enhancement: 1 + 4 ln
m2c
M2WL

‰ 30

› LR has larger matrix elements
m2K
m2s
‰ 20

› LR contribution has an overall factor of ‰ 1000

Zhang et al. ’08
Maiezza, Nesti,
Nemev»sek, Senjanovi«c ’10

MWR & 2.5 TeV

 Beall, Bander, Soni  ’81    

 Mohapatra, GS, Tran  ’83    

LR scale?

needed LHC
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K meson mixing
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Neutrino Majorana mass

Lepton Number Violation

Keung, GS  ’83

Furry ’38

• hadronic colliders -  LHC      

• neutrinoless double beta       

Majorana  ‘37
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Effective interaction

LHC energies

e = RH -> new physics 
-potentially accessible @ LHC  
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Figure 5: Production of lepton number violating same sign dileptons at col-
liders through WR and N

heavy particles needed to complete the SM in order to have m� �= 0 (such as
NR).

It is thus crucial to have a direct measure of lepton number violation
which can probe the source of neutrino Majorana mass. This is provided by
the same sign dilepton production at colliders as we discuss below.

7.2 Lepton number violation at colliders

We have just seen that ��0 is obscured by various contributions which are
not easy to disentangle. We need some direct tests of the origin of �L = 2,
i.e. these-saw mechanism. This comes about from possible direct production
of the right-handed neutrinos through a WR production. The crucial point
here is the Majorana nature of N : once produced at decays equally often
into leptons and antileptons. This led us [27] to suggest a direct production
of the same sign dileptons at colliders as a manifestation of �L = 2. The
most promising channel is ⇧⇧+2 jets as seen form Fig.5.

One can also imagine a production of N through its couplings to WL

(proportional to yD), but this is a long shot. It would require large yD and
large cancellations among the in order to have small m� . This could be
achieved in principle by fine-tuning, but is not the see-saw mechanism.

The crucial characteristics

1. no missing energy which helps to fight the background

48

proton

proton probe of Majorana  
nature of N

50% lepton -  
50 % antileptons

Ferrari et al ’00

MN = VRmNV T
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Vasquez ‘14

Nemevsek, Nesti, Popara ‘18
…

Nemevsek, Nesti, GS, Zhang  ’11
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LNV @ hadron colliders 

0nu2beta connection

moreover, LFV

µ ! e�
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1 Introduction

Left–right symmetric models [1–9] (LRSMs) attempt to explain the broken parity symmetry of
the weak interaction in the Standard Model (SM) and can introduce, depending on the form of the
LRSM, right-handed counterparts to the W and Z bosons (WR and ZR), and right-handed heavy
neutrinos (NR). A search for WR boson and NR neutrino production in a final state containing two
charged leptons and two jets (`` j j) with ` = e, µ is presented here. The exact process of interest is
the Keung–SenjanoviÊ (KS) process [10], shown in Figure 1. When the WR boson is heavier than
the NR neutrino (mWR > mNR), the on-shell WR mass can be reconstructed from the invariant mass
of the `` j j system, whereas, when mNR > mWR, the on-shell WR mass can be reconstructed from the
invariant mass of the j j system. Only ee and µµ lepton pairs, coupling respectively to N

e
R and N

µ
R ,

are considered as part of the `` j j final state, since no mixing between flavours is assumed. Left-
and right-handed weak gauge couplings are also defined to be equivalent (gL = gR).

q̄

q
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NR

`

W
⇤
R

`

q̄

q

(a)
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q

W
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R

NR

`
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`

q̄
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Figure 1: The KS process, for (a) the mWR > mNR case and (b) the mNR > mWR case.

In the minimal LRSM containing the type-I seesaw mechanism [6–9], NR neutrinos are Majorana
particles. The type-I seesaw mechanism accounts for the masses of the SM neutrinos by linking
(heavy) NR neutrinos and the SM neutrino masses through a mixing matrix. In this case, both the
SM neutrinos and the hypothetical NR neutrinos are required to be Majorana particles, allowing
lepton-number-violating processes, such as the KS process, to occur. In LRSM variants, including
the inverse seesaw mechanism [11–14], NR neutrinos are pseudo-Dirac particles1 (referred to in this
paper as “Dirac” particles for simplicity). For minimal versions of LRSMs containing the inverse
seesaw mechanism, lepton-number-violating processes are not expected [16]. The Majorana or
Dirac nature of the NR neutrino can be established by comparing the charges of the two final-state
leptons. If the NR neutrinos are Dirac particles, the leptons will always have opposite-sign (OS)
charges. However, if they are Majorana particles, the NR neutrinos are their own anti-particles,

1 A pseudo-Dirac particle is formed by two Majorana particles with identical masses [15].
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1 Introduction

Left–right symmetric models [1–9] (LRSMs) attempt to explain the broken parity symmetry of
the weak interaction in the Standard Model (SM) and can introduce, depending on the form of the
LRSM, right-handed counterparts to the W and Z bosons (WR and ZR), and right-handed heavy
neutrinos (NR). A search for WR boson and NR neutrino production in a final state containing two
charged leptons and two jets (`` j j) with ` = e, µ is presented here. The exact process of interest is
the Keung–SenjanoviÊ (KS) process [10], shown in Figure 1. When the WR boson is heavier than
the NR neutrino (mWR > mNR), the on-shell WR mass can be reconstructed from the invariant mass
of the `` j j system, whereas, when mNR > mWR, the on-shell WR mass can be reconstructed from the
invariant mass of the j j system. Only ee and µµ lepton pairs, coupling respectively to N

e
R and N

µ
R ,

are considered as part of the `` j j final state, since no mixing between flavours is assumed. Left-
and right-handed weak gauge couplings are also defined to be equivalent (gL = gR).

q̄

q
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NR

`

W
⇤
R

`

q̄

q

(a)

q̄

q

W
⇤
R

NR

`

WR

`

q̄

q

(b)

Figure 1: The KS process, for (a) the mWR > mNR case and (b) the mNR > mWR case.

In the minimal LRSM containing the type-I seesaw mechanism [6–9], NR neutrinos are Majorana
particles. The type-I seesaw mechanism accounts for the masses of the SM neutrinos by linking
(heavy) NR neutrinos and the SM neutrino masses through a mixing matrix. In this case, both the
SM neutrinos and the hypothetical NR neutrinos are required to be Majorana particles, allowing
lepton-number-violating processes, such as the KS process, to occur. In LRSM variants, including
the inverse seesaw mechanism [11–14], NR neutrinos are pseudo-Dirac particles1 (referred to in this
paper as “Dirac” particles for simplicity). For minimal versions of LRSMs containing the inverse
seesaw mechanism, lepton-number-violating processes are not expected [16]. The Majorana or
Dirac nature of the NR neutrino can be established by comparing the charges of the two final-state
leptons. If the NR neutrinos are Dirac particles, the leptons will always have opposite-sign (OS)
charges. However, if they are Majorana particles, the NR neutrinos are their own anti-particles,

1 A pseudo-Dirac particle is formed by two Majorana particles with identical masses [15].
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Figure 4: The 95% CL upper limits on the cross-section times acceptance times branching ratio into two jets as a
function of the mass of (a) q⇤, (b) QBH, (c) W 0 and (d) W⇤ signals. The expected upper limit and corresponding
±1� and ±2� uncertainty bands are also shown. These exclusion upper limits are obtained using the inclusive dijet
selection, with the selection described in the text and summarised in Table 1.
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⇥ = MD/MNNeutrino - N mixing

 N decays
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Origin of neutrino mass
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LR = charge conjugation
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illustrate VR = VL MD = VL
p
m⌫mN V †

L

manifestly order seesaw

a plethora of other processes in the scalar sector - 
all depend on MN and/or MD

GS, Tello    1812.03790 (hep-ph)cross checks

2

reading on.
(i) In the SM the Higgs boson decay rates are com-

pletely determined by the masses of particles in ques-
tion. This is crux of the Higgs mechanism, completed by
Weinberg [8] and GIM [9]. In particular, the one-to-one
correspondence between masses and Yukawa couplings of
charged fermions allows one to predict the Higgs boson
decays into fermion anti-fermion pairs

�(h ! ff̄) / mh

m
2
f

M2
W

. (1)

This is what it means to understand the origin of particle
masses. One can worry why the masses are what they
are, but this question, if it is ever to be answered, comes
after one establishes their Higgs-Weinberg origin.

It is in this sense that the LR symmetric model is the
theory of neutrino mass, as will be discussed in section
VI. In direct analogy with (1) one can predict [6] the
Higgs decay into light and heavy neutrinos, or better,
the decay of heavy right-handed neutrino N (when it is
heavier than the Higgs) into the Higgs and light neutrino.
As an illustration, I give here the relevant expression [10]
for a simplified case described in the section VI

�(Ni ! h⌫j) / �ij m⌫i

m
2
Ni

M2
W

. (2)

This would be hard to observe, needles to say; however,
there is an experimentally more accessible decay channel
of right-handed neutrino N into the W boson and charged
lepton [6, 10]

�(Ni ! W `j) / V
2
ijm⌫i

m
2
Ni

M2
W

. (3)

where V is the PMNS leptonic mixing matrix.
In the general case the above expressions look some-

what more complicated, but all the essential features are
caught here. One has a complete analogy with the Stan-
dard Model situation regarding the charged fermions,
only now one has to know the (Majorana) masses and
mixings of left and right handed neutrinos separately.
More about it in the section VI.

(ii) The right-handed quark mixing matrix VR has a
simple approximate form [7] as a function of the usual
left-handed CKM matrix VL

(VR)ij ' (VL)ij � i✏
(VL)ik(V

†
LmuVL)kj

mdk +mdj

+O(✏2) (4)

where ✏ is a small unknown expansion parameter. It can
be shown that the left and right mixing angles are almost
the same, and right-handed phases depend only on VL

and ✏. A determined reader should go to the section VII
for more details and for some immediate consequences of
(4) regarding the right-handed mixing angles and phases.

The rest of this short review is organised as follows.
I first discuss the salient features of the theory in the

next section, and then try to give a historical develop-
ment that took one to the seesaw based version of the
model. Thus, in the section IV I go through the original
version of theory that had Dirac neutrinos and struggled
explaining why their masses were so small. The section
V is devoted to the modern version of the theory based
on the seesaw mechanism with naturally light Majorana
neutrinos. Next, I go over the issues (i) and (ii) above in
the sections VI and VII, respectively, before o↵ering an
outlook for the future. I end with an epilogue, in order to
make the presentation not only LR but also top-bottom
symmetric.

III. GENERIC FEATURES

The minimal LR symmetric theory is based on the
SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ U(1)B�L gauge group, augmented
by the symmetry between the left and right sectors [2–5].
Quarks and leptons are then completely LR symmetric

qL,R =

✓
u

d

◆

L,R

, `L,R =

✓
⌫

e

◆

L,R

. (5)

Clearly, the LR symmetry says that if there is a LH
neutrino, there must be the RH one too and neutrino
cannot remain massless. A desire to cure the left-right
asymmetry of weak interactions lead automatically to
neutrino mass.
The formula for the electromagnetic charge be-

comes [11]

Qem = I3L + I3R +
B � L

2
. (6)

which trades the hard to recall hyper-charge of the SM
for B �L, the physical anomaly-free global symmetry of
the SM, now gauged. Both LR symmetry and the gauged
B � L require the presence of RH neutrinos.
LR symmetries. It is easy to verify that the only

realistic discrete LR symmetries, preserving the kinetic
terms, are P and C, the generalised parity and charge-
conjugation respectively, supplemented by the exchange
of the left and right SU(2) gauge groups (for a recent
discussion and references, see [12]).
Higgs sector. The analog of the SM Higgs doublet is

now a bi-doublet [3–5]

� =


�
0
1 �

+
2

�
�
1 ��

0⇤
2

�
(7)

in order to provide masses for charged fermions. This
amounts to two SU(2)L doublets, but one of them ends
up being very heavy and e↵ectively decouples from low
energies [5]. In analogy with their charged partners neu-
trinos get Dirac mass.

 analog of SM for charged fermions �(h ! ff̄) / mhm
2
f
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FIG. 9. Summary plot collecting all searches involving the KS process at LHC, in the electron channel. The green shaded
areas represent the LH sensitivity to the KS process at 300/fb, according to the present work. The rightmost reaching contour
represents the enhancement obtained by considering jet displacement.

Senjanović (KS) process [16], pp ! WR ! `N ! ``jj.
The constraints from direct searches [31, 32], from flavour
changing processes [11, 14] and model perturbativity [12]
point to a scale of the new RH interaction which is now
at the fringe of the LHC reach, so the residual kinemati-
cally accessible range will be probed in the next year of
two.

In this work we reconsider this process and address
the regime of light N (mN . 100GeV) which leads [25]
to long lived RH neutrino and thus to displaced vertices
from its decay to a lepton and jets. This complements
previous studies and gives a comprehensive overview of
the collider reach covering the full parametric space.

To this aim, we classify the signatures resulting from
the KS process, depending on the RH neutrino mass, in
four regions: 1) the standard region where the final state

is ``jj, with half of the cases featuring same-sign leptons,
testifying the lepton number violation. 2) the merged
region, with lighter and more boosted N , in which its
decay products are typically merged in a single jet in-
cluding the secondary lepton. This results in a lepton
and a so called neutrino jet `jN . 3) the displaced region,
for mN ⇠ 10 � 100GeV. in which the merged jet jN
is originated from a N decay vertex at some apprecia-
ble displacement from the primary interaction, typically
from mm to 30 cm where the silicon tracking ends and
detection of displaced tracks becomes unfeasible; 4) the
invisible region, for mN . 40GeV, in which an appre-
ciable number of N decays happens outside the tracking
chambers of even the full detector, leading thus to a sig-
nature of a lepton plus missing energy, `E/.

We assessed the reach in all these regions by scanning

Nemevsek, Nesti, Popara   1801.05813 (hep-ph)

LHC reach
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SO(10) GUT

Generation unified (heavy) RH neutrino 

Beautiful, but not self-contained, hard to make predictions

small neutrino mass

Georgi  ‘74

Fritsch, Minkowski  ‘74
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
uc

uc
uc

dc

dc
dc

no room?

• small Higgs representations: d=5 operators, too many couplings

• large representations: fewer couplings but (too?) many states 

Vested interest, but must admit no accepted model emerged 
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SU(5) GUT

• Minimal model = SM -> neutrino massless Georgi, Glashow  ‘74

• Minimal extension of the minimal model Bajc, GS  ‘06

SU2 weak fermion triplet with m~TeV

but still, a lot of couplings, not worth dwelling in detail

(no unification)

neutrino mass +unification
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Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

zino (partner of Z)  - role of  RH neutrino

neutrino mass through a small vev of sneutrino

too many parameters, not self-contained 
- fix the parameter space!?

particle - sparticle
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Model Building

Tailor made models

• add particles and/or symmetries to existing theories 

 a never ending saga

• or take particles out of existing theories   

(e.g. a seesaw = keep only N out of LR theory)



Does gravity matter?

Dvali, Folkerts, Franca  2013
 gravitational anomaly             

Dvali, Funcke  2016

(analog of QCD condensate)

additional ~ Higgs effect h⌫̄R⌫Li = ⇤3
gravity

<latexit sha1_base64="d8sxpvFJs/PkBFzrPRiT+7OWtB8=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjNaqIJCwY2LLqrYB3TqcCdN29BMZkgyhTL0U9z4K25cKKI7/RrTaRdaPZBwOOfem9zjR5wpbdufVmZpeWV1Lbue29jc2t7J7+41VBhLQusk5KFs+aAoZ4LWNdOctiJJIfA5bfrDq6nfHFGpWCju9DiinQD6gvUYAW0kL192OYg+p9j1QWJXxN5telexK2fGJXarZl4XvKQvYcT0eHJ/ir18wS7aKfBf4sxJAc1R8/IfbjckcUCFJhyUajt2pDsJSM0Ip5OcGysaARlCn7YNFRBQ1UnSBSf4yChd3AulOULjVP3ZkUCg1DjwTWUAeqAWvan4n9eOde+skzARxZoKMnuoF3OsQzxNC3eZpETzsSFAJDN/xWQAEog2meZMCM7iyn9J46TolIrnN6VC5WIeRxYdoEN0jBxURhV0jWqojgh6QE/oBb1aj9az9Wa9z0oz1rxnH/2C9fUNd3eijg==</latexit>

SU(2) doublet 

Planck scale suppression?

situation more subtle

can affect neutrino mass
25
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Summary

LR self-contained and predictive theory 

2

reading on.
(i) In the SM the Higgs boson decay rates are com-

pletely determined by the masses of particles in ques-
tion. This is crux of the Higgs mechanism, completed by
Weinberg [8] and GIM [9]. In particular, the one-to-one
correspondence between masses and Yukawa couplings of
charged fermions allows one to predict the Higgs boson
decays into fermion anti-fermion pairs

�(h ! ff̄) / mh

m
2
f

M2
W

. (1)

This is what it means to understand the origin of particle
masses. One can worry why the masses are what they
are, but this question, if it is ever to be answered, comes
after one establishes their Higgs-Weinberg origin.

It is in this sense that the LR symmetric model is the
theory of neutrino mass, as will be discussed in section
VI. In direct analogy with (1) one can predict [6] the
Higgs decay into light and heavy neutrinos, or better,
the decay of heavy right-handed neutrino N (when it is
heavier than the Higgs) into the Higgs and light neutrino.
As an illustration, I give here the relevant expression [10]
for a simplified case described in the section VI

�(Ni ! h⌫j) / �ij m⌫i

m
2
Ni

M2
W

. (2)

This would be hard to observe, needles to say; however,
there is an experimentally more accessible decay channel
of right-handed neutrino N into the W boson and charged
lepton [6, 10]

�(Ni ! W `j) / V
2
ijm⌫i

m
2
Ni

M2
W

. (3)

where V is the PMNS leptonic mixing matrix.
In the general case the above expressions look some-

what more complicated, but all the essential features are
caught here. One has a complete analogy with the Stan-
dard Model situation regarding the charged fermions,
only now one has to know the (Majorana) masses and
mixings of left and right handed neutrinos separately.
More about it in the section VI.

(ii) The right-handed quark mixing matrix VR has a
simple approximate form [7] as a function of the usual
left-handed CKM matrix VL

(VR)ij ' (VL)ij � i✏
(VL)ik(V

†
LmuVL)kj

mdk +mdj

+O(✏2) (4)

where ✏ is a small unknown expansion parameter. It can
be shown that the left and right mixing angles are almost
the same, and right-handed phases depend only on VL

and ✏. A determined reader should go to the section VII
for more details and for some immediate consequences of
(4) regarding the right-handed mixing angles and phases.

The rest of this short review is organised as follows.
I first discuss the salient features of the theory in the

next section, and then try to give a historical develop-
ment that took one to the seesaw based version of the
model. Thus, in the section IV I go through the original
version of theory that had Dirac neutrinos and struggled
explaining why their masses were so small. The section
V is devoted to the modern version of the theory based
on the seesaw mechanism with naturally light Majorana
neutrinos. Next, I go over the issues (i) and (ii) above in
the sections VI and VII, respectively, before o↵ering an
outlook for the future. I end with an epilogue, in order to
make the presentation not only LR but also top-bottom
symmetric.

III. GENERIC FEATURES

The minimal LR symmetric theory is based on the
SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ U(1)B�L gauge group, augmented
by the symmetry between the left and right sectors [2–5].
Quarks and leptons are then completely LR symmetric

qL,R =

✓
u

d

◆

L,R

, `L,R =

✓
⌫

e

◆

L,R

. (5)

Clearly, the LR symmetry says that if there is a LH
neutrino, there must be the RH one too and neutrino
cannot remain massless. A desire to cure the left-right
asymmetry of weak interactions lead automatically to
neutrino mass.
The formula for the electromagnetic charge be-

comes [11]

Qem = I3L + I3R +
B � L

2
. (6)

which trades the hard to recall hyper-charge of the SM
for B �L, the physical anomaly-free global symmetry of
the SM, now gauged. Both LR symmetry and the gauged
B � L require the presence of RH neutrinos.
LR symmetries. It is easy to verify that the only

realistic discrete LR symmetries, preserving the kinetic
terms, are P and C, the generalised parity and charge-
conjugation respectively, supplemented by the exchange
of the left and right SU(2) gauge groups (for a recent
discussion and references, see [12]).
Higgs sector. The analog of the SM Higgs doublet is

now a bi-doublet [3–5]

� =


�
0
1 �

+
2

�
�
1 ��

0⇤
2

�
(7)

in order to provide masses for charged fermions. This
amounts to two SU(2)L doublets, but one of them ends
up being very heavy and e↵ectively decouples from low
energies [5]. In analogy with their charged partners neu-
trinos get Dirac mass.

• Neutrino mass origin

• link between LHC and low energy: double beta, LFV,…

26

• SO10 GUT, SSM: neutrino mass - but not predictive  

Completes the program of the origin of particle mass 



Thank you
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Trouble with naive seesaw

O
T
O = 1 arbitrary complex orthogonal matrix

Casas, Ibarra ’01

• Cannot determine MD

• produce N

 neutrino lightness accidental -  
not seesaw 

needs large O

through ⇥ = MD/MN

MD =
p
MNO

p
M⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="40elCyJHLFljOk/DMrw0wy1ZG2M=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShMEiuCpJFXShUNCFm2oFe4EmhMl00g6dTOLMRCihKze+ihsXirj1Gdz5Nk7bINr6w8DHf87hzPn9mFGpLOvLyM3NLywu5ZcLK6tr6xvm5lZDRonApI4jFomWjyRhlJO6ooqRViwICn1Gmn7/fFRv3hMhacRv1SAmboi6nAYUI6Utz9ytehfwDDryTihY9a7g9Q87PPHMolWyxoKzYGdQBJlqnvnpdCKchIQrzJCUbduKlZsioShmZFhwEklihPuoS9oaOQqJdNPxGUO4r50ODCKhH1dw7P6eSFEo5SD0dWeIVE9O10bmf7V2ooITN6U8ThTheLIoSBhUERxlAjtUEKzYQAPCguq/QtxDAmGlkyvoEOzpk2ehUS7Zh6XyzVGxcprFkQc7YA8cABscgwq4BDVQBxg8gCfwAl6NR+PZeDPeJ605I5vZBn9kfHwDe+CXOA==</latexit>

(no upper limit on the elements)
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Effective operator analysis

SU(2) 

neutrino mass

O =
1

⇤5
(⌫L⌫L)(dLdLd

c
Ld

c
L)
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Dvali, GS, Maiezza, Tello   to appear
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 too close for comfort?

⇤ ' TeV
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m⌫ ' 10�1 eV
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Generations - Lepton Flavour Violation? 

�(D0 ! µē) ' m5
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               hopelessly small
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flavour could be conserved

0⌫2�
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(Poor person’s) UV completion
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B

<latexit sha1_base64="qyGptWgSTVnTbQok1jHmVbtryu0=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAh1U2ZKwcfGohuXFewDOu2QSTNtaJIZk4xQhvkcN/6KGxFFuvVLTB8Lbb0Q7uGcc7m5J4gZVdpxxtbK6tr6xmZuK7+9s7u3bx8cNlSUSEzqOGKRbAVIEUYFqWuqGWnFkiAeMNIMhrcTvflEpKKReNCjmHQ46gsaUoy0oXz7mvueSKCnKCePsOiFEmGYeojFA5SlFejFNDvrlqHHjWkmcr/XLWem3Zjm2wWn5EwLLgN3DgpgXjXffvd6EU44ERozpFTbdWLdSZHUFDOS5b1EkRjhIeqTtoECcaI66fTQDJ4apgfDSJonNJyyvydSxJUa8cA4OdIDtahNyP+0dqLDi05KRZxoIvBsUZgwqCM4SQ32qCRYs5EBCEtq/grxAJk4tMk2b0JwF09eBo1yya2ULu8rherVPI4cOAYnoAhccA6q4A7UQB1g8AxewQf4tF6sN+vLGs+sK9Z85gj8Kev7B4M8paM=</latexit>

  A = scalar leptoquark 
B = scalar di-quark

µ

m2
B

& 10�6 GeV �1

<latexit sha1_base64="9XgurqwYMwMRLWPJ6IxnhIax700=">AAACFnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkXwYMtuKT4uUvSgxwr2Ad3tkk2zbWiyuyRZoSz7K7z4V7x4UMSrePPfmD4O2joQmMx8Q/KNHzMqlWV9G7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3N1ryigRmDRwxCLR9pEkjIakoahipB0LgrjPSMsfXo/91gMRkkbhvRrFxOWoH9KAYqS05JklJxAIw9ThSZZy76pbyaDTVzrAoW1109Kpvp/ckKamduaZRatsTQAXiT0jRTBD3TO/nF6EE05ChRmSsmNbsXJTJBTFjGQFJ5EkRniI+qSjaYg4kW46WSuDR1rpwSAS+oQKTtTfiRRxKUfc15McqYGc98bif14nUcG5m9IwThQJ8fShIGFQRXDcEexRQbBiI00QFlT/FeIB0j0p3WRBl2DPr7xImpWyXS1f3FWLtctZHXlwAA7BMbDBGaiBW1AHDYDBI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjYzqaM2aZffAHxucPCR+eAw==</latexit>

negligible

ATLAS 2006.05872

mA & 2TeV

<latexit sha1_base64="GdLQn2n2iDNBloMd/4NjuXejIIw=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU12qWbYBFcSJkpBXUjFTcuK/QFnWHIpJk2NMkMSUYYhvorblwo4tYPceffmLaz0NYDgcM553JvTpgwqrTjfFtr6xubW9ulnfLu3v7BoX103FVxKjHp4JjFsh8iRRgVpKOpZqSfSIJ4yEgvnNzN/N4jkYrGoq2zhPgcjQSNKEbaSIFd4cEt9EbaJDisQ++iTbqBXXVqzhxwlbgFqYICrcD+8oYxTjkRGjOk1MB1Eu3nSGqKGZmWvVSRBOEJGpGBoQJxovx8fvwUnhllCKNYmic0nKu/J3LElcp4aJIc6bFa9mbif94g1dGVn1ORpJoIvFgUpQzqGM6agEMqCdYsMwRhSc2tEI+RRFibvsqmBHf5y6ukW6+5jdr1Q6PavCnqKIETcArOgQsuQRPcgxboAAwy8AxewZv1ZL1Y79bHIrpmFTMV8AfW5w/TipOZ</latexit>

m
e

IA
n

A jun of
B I

T.net

toll

' 10�4 eV

<latexit sha1_base64="P3DgFVlJ2+vXp8FIwMwsesEvLmA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCCy2JFFRwUXDjsoJ9QBPLZHrbDp1J4sxEqKH4K25cKOLW/3Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcEMWdKO863lVtYXFpeya8W1tY3Nrfs7Z26ihJJoUYjHslmQBRwFkJNM82hGUsgIuDQCAZXY7/xAFKxKLzVwxh8QXoh6zJKtJHa9h72FBNwj13nLj0pj7B3DPW2XXRKzgR4nrgZKaIM1bb95XUimggINeVEqZbrxNpPidSMchgVvERBTOiA9KBlaEgEKD+dXD/Ch0bp4G4kTYUaT9TfEykRSg1FYDoF0X01643F/7xWorvnfsrCONEQ0umibsKxjvA4CtxhEqjmQ0MIlczcimmfSEK1CaxgQnBnX54n9dOSWy5d3JSLlcssjjzaRwfoCLnoDFXQNaqiGqLoET2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MW3NWdnMLvoD6/MHEB+Trw==</latexit>

Lnew = A(uLeL + dL⌫L) +B dcLd
c
L + µAAB

<latexit sha1_base64="AuJ98Yml0sE2HXf7D2fFORDzO5c=">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</latexit>

flavour problem - but again, could be conserved 31
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UV completion: theory

Pati - Salam

scale large 

SU(2)⇥ SU(2)⇥ SU(4)

<latexit sha1_base64="QorfSioP2Kvsj21trg8fADPyCG4=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nVpauBiEpAl3IaCCRcDGMqKXCMkR9jZ7yZK9vWN3TwghpY1/xcZCEVt/gp3/xk1yhSY+WHjz3gyz84KEM6Ud59vKrayurW/kNwtb2zu7e/b+QVPFqSTUIzGP5X2AFeVMUE8zzel9IimOAk5bwfBq6rceqFQsFnd6lFA/wn3BQkawNlLXPr71StUy6mgWUYUWi1q5axedijMDWiZuRoqQodG1vzq9mKQRFZpwrFTbdRLtj7HUjHA6KXRSRRNMhrhP24YKbFb549khE3RqlB4KY2me0Gim/p4Y40ipURSYzgjrgVr0puJ/XjvV4bk/ZiJJNRVkvihMOdIxmqaCekxSovnIEEwkM39FZIAlJtpkVzAhuIsnL5NmteLWKhc3tWL9MosjD0dwAiVw4QzqcA0N8IDAIzzDK7xZT9aL9W59zFtzVjZzCH9gff4ALbeW5g==</latexit>

quark - lepton unification

KL ! µē

<latexit sha1_base64="3syVrWxoM052nw2XvCzkaNA2u44=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5KIoIKHghdBDxXsBzQhbLabdulmE3Y3Ygn9K148KOLVP+LNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZl6Ycqa043xbpZXVtfWN8mZla3tnd8/er7ZVkklCWyThieyGWFHOBG1ppjntppLiOOS0E46up37nkUrFEvGgxyn1YzwQLGIEayMFdvU2uEOeTpAXZ8gLsUQ0sGtO3ZkBLRO3IDUo0AzsL6+fkCymQhOOleq5Tqr9HEvNCKeTipcpmmIywgPaM1TgmCo/n90+QcdG6aMokaaERjP190SOY6XGcWg6Y6yHatGbiv95vUxHF37ORJppKsh8UZRxZH6dBoH6TFKi+dgQTCQztyIyxBITbeKqmBDcxZeXSfu07p7VL+/Pao2rIo4yHMIRnIAL59CAG2hCCwg8wTO8wps1sV6sd+tj3lqyipkD+APr8wdF25NO</latexit>

⇤ & 105GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="D+TG9lYPQ0UJm1R9Nu+7CxS8s8Q=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUTeCm2ARXJUZqfhYFVzowkUF+4DOWDKZTBuaZIYkI5ShbvwVNy4UcetfuPNvTNtZaOuBwOGcc7m5J0gYVdpxvq3CwuLS8kpxtbS2vrG5ZW/vNFWcSkwaOGaxbAdIEUYFaWiqGWknkiAeMNIKBpdjv/VApKKxuNPDhPgc9QSNKEbaSF17z7sx4RBBr6dNikPXuT+BV6TZtctOxZkAzhM3J2WQo961v7wwxiknQmOGlOq4TqL9DElNMSOjkpcqkiA8QD3SMVQgTpSfTS4YwUOjhDCKpXlCw4n6eyJDXKkhD0ySI91Xs95Y/M/rpDo68zMqklQTgaeLopRBHcNxHTCkkmDNhoYgLKn5K8R9JBHWprSSKcGdPXmeNI8rbrVyflst1y7yOopgHxyAI+CCU1AD16AOGgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/WxzRasPKZXfAH1ucPVbGVhA==</latexit>

LFV in gauge boson interactions
D =

0

BB@
e

1

CCA

d

d

d
U =

0

BB@
⌫

1

CCA

u

u

u

g
Xps

IT
assume scalar leptoquarks light? Could work, rather technical

Dvali, GS, Maiezza, Tello   to appear



⇥ = MD/MNnu - N mixing

 N decays

determine MD - 
function of neutrino and N masses

YD = MD/v
<latexit sha1_base64="3HVGg+BRAklnKBWezJ+BypPPLuo=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02qoBehaA9ehAr2Q9oQNttNu3SzCbubQgn9G148KOLVP+PNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZp4fc6a0bX9buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BUUSIJbZCIR7LtY0U5E7Shmea0HUuKQ5/Tlj+8nfqtEZWKReJRj2PqhrgvWMAI1kbqPnk1dI3uvdoZGnnFkl22Z0DLxMlICTLUveJXtxeRJKRCE46V6jh2rN0US80Ip5NCN1E0xmSI+7RjqMAhVW46u3mCTozSQ0EkTQmNZurviRSHSo1D33SGWA/UojcV//M6iQ6u3JSJONFUkPmiIOFIR2gaAOoxSYnmY0MwkczcisgAS0y0ialgQnAWX14mzUrZOS9XHi5K1ZssjjwcwTGcggOXUIU7qEMDCMTwDK/wZiXWi/Vufcxbc1Y2cwh/YH3+AKuSkCQ=</latexit>

yf =
g

2

mf

mW
analog of SM - charged fermions

M⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="rl1WNNi9NvfdMdqwVdkmj5HxC+U=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiFy9CBdMW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhlP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wF18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48auokUwx9lohEtUOqUXCJvuFGYDtVSONQYCsc3c781hMqzRP5aMYpBjEdSB5xRo2V/PteV2a9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gr3yV7efsCxGaZigWnc8NzXBhCrDmcBpqZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh1M5sdOyZlV+iRKlC1pyFz9PTGhsdbjOLSdMTVDvezNxP+8Tmai62DCZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZfU76XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsfmUbAje8surpFmrehfV2sNlpX6Tx1GEEziFc/DgCupwBw3wgQGHZ3iFN0c6L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5A7ETjps=</latexit>

- oscillations …

MN
<latexit sha1_base64="5I6whhE9JkPjCZixTDMGaDq8gEg=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQY9BL16UiOYByRJmJ5NkyOzsMtMrhCWf4MWDIl79Im/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFcRSGHTdbye3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPGiZKNON1FslItwJquBSK11Gg5K1YcxoGkjeD0fXUbz5xbUSkHnEccz+kAyX6glG00sNt965bLLlldwayTLyMlCBDrVv86vQiloRcIZPUmLbnxuinVKNgkk8KncTwmLIRHfC2pYqG3Pjp7NQJObFKj/QjbUshmam/J1IaGjMOA9sZUhyaRW8q/ue1E+xf+qlQcYJcsfmifiIJRmT6N+kJzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxINWVo0ynYELzFl5dJo1L2zsqV+/NS9SqLIw9HcAyn4MEFVOEGalAHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWnJPNHMIfOJ8/92GNlg==</latexit>

- colliders (LHC?)

Origin of neutrino mass

N ! `LW
+

<latexit sha1_base64="7Ae7FBNeD8Jzw5MJC5sbzijEJJk=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZBEEpSBT0WvXgQqWA/oIlhs522SzebsLsplNB/4sWDIl79J978N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5oUJZ0o7zrdVWFldW98obpa2tnd29+z9g6aKU0mhQWMey3ZIFHAmoKGZ5tBOJJAo5NAKhzdTvzUCqVgsHvU4AT8ifcF6jBJtpMC277GnY+wB58Edbj2dBXbZqTgz4GXi5qSMctQD+8vrxjSNQGjKiVId10m0nxGpGeUwKXmpgoTQIelDx1BBIlB+Nrt8gk+M0sW9WJoSGs/U3xMZiZQaR6HpjIgeqEVvKv7ndVLdu/IzJpJUg6DzRb2UY/PrNAbcZRKo5mNDCJXM3IrpgEhCtQmrZEJwF19eJs1qxT2vVB8uyrXrPI4iOkLH6BS56BLV0C2qowaiaISe0St6szLrxXq3PuatBSufOUR/YH3+AKjNkmA=</latexit>
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Trouble

O
T
O = 1 arbitrary complex orthogonal matrix

Casas, Ibarra ’01

• Cannot determine MD

• produce N

 neutrino lightness accidental -  
NOT seesaw 

needs large O

through ⇥ = MD/MN

MD =
p
MNO

p
M⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="40elCyJHLFljOk/DMrw0wy1ZG2M=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShMEiuCpJFXShUNCFm2oFe4EmhMl00g6dTOLMRCihKze+ihsXirj1Gdz5Nk7bINr6w8DHf87hzPn9mFGpLOvLyM3NLywu5ZcLK6tr6xvm5lZDRonApI4jFomWjyRhlJO6ooqRViwICn1Gmn7/fFRv3hMhacRv1SAmboi6nAYUI6Utz9ytehfwDDryTihY9a7g9Q87PPHMolWyxoKzYGdQBJlqnvnpdCKchIQrzJCUbduKlZsioShmZFhwEklihPuoS9oaOQqJdNPxGUO4r50ODCKhH1dw7P6eSFEo5SD0dWeIVE9O10bmf7V2ooITN6U8ThTheLIoSBhUERxlAjtUEKzYQAPCguq/QtxDAmGlkyvoEOzpk2ehUS7Zh6XyzVGxcprFkQc7YA8cABscgwq4BDVQBxg8gCfwAl6NR+PZeDPeJ605I5vZBn9kfHwDe+CXOA==</latexit>

YD = MD/v
<latexit sha1_base64="3HVGg+BRAklnKBWezJ+BypPPLuo=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02qoBehaA9ehAr2Q9oQNttNu3SzCbubQgn9G148KOLVP+PNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZp4fc6a0bX9buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BUUSIJbZCIR7LtY0U5E7Shmea0HUuKQ5/Tlj+8nfqtEZWKReJRj2PqhrgvWMAI1kbqPnk1dI3uvdoZGnnFkl22Z0DLxMlICTLUveJXtxeRJKRCE46V6jh2rN0US80Ip5NCN1E0xmSI+7RjqMAhVW46u3mCTozSQ0EkTQmNZurviRSHSo1D33SGWA/UojcV//M6iQ6u3JSJONFUkPmiIOFIR2gaAOoxSYnmY0MwkczcisgAS0y0ialgQnAWX14mzUrZOS9XHi5K1ZssjjwcwTGcggOXUIU7qEMDCMTwDK/wZiXWi/Vufcxbc1Y2cwh/YH3+AKuSkCQ=</latexit>

decay rates

(no upper limit on the elements)

34



N N⌫ ⌫

YD YD

� �add heavy N to SM  

determines N production 
and decays:

N ! ⌫Z N ! ⌫h

N ! `W

= definition of seesaw

MD = YD v

⇥ = MD/MN ✓ij ⌧ 1

Seesaw (naive)

35



Effective d=5 operator
Weinberg ’79only SM degrees of freedom

negligible
` =

✓
⌫
e

◆

L

Leff = cij
�� `i `j

M
M ij

⌫ ' cij
M2

W

M

yM⌫ =
g

2

m⌫

MW

Majorana mass 

no new observable physics,  
all suppressed by c/M ~ nu mass Leff ' M ij

⌫
�� `i `j
M2

W
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• Higgs sector: perturbativity limits Maiezza, Nemevsek, Nesti   ‘15

Maiezza, GS, Vasquez  ‘16

Dev, Mohapatra, Zhang ‘16

Chakraborrty, Gupta,, Jelinek, Srivastava   ‘16

 potential problem: heavy doublet  H violates flavor

mH0 & 15TeV

OK for         > 5 TeV (still @LHC)RM
m2

H
=

�

g2
M2

WR

• Strong CP phase computable

Maiezza, Nemevsek  ‘14
✓̄ ' ✏

mt

2mb
✏ . 10�11

Beg, Tsao  ‘78

Mohapatra, GS  ‘78

LH =
g

2MW c2�
H

0
d̄L V

†
L
muVR dR + ...
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• Quark sector:  analytic determination of V

GS, Tello  1408.3835 (hep-ph)
(VR)ij ' (VL)ij � i✏

(VL)ik(V
†
LmuVL)kj

mdk +mdj

long history
Zhang,  An, Ji, Mohapatra ’07 

R
4

the phase freedom in defining the usual CKM matrix in
the left sector.

A straightforward computation from (11) gives the
leading terms for the di↵erences between mixing angles

✓12
R

� ✓12
L

' �sat2�
mt

ms

s23s13s� (14)

✓23
R

� ✓23
L

' �sat2�
mt

mb

ms

mb

s12s13s� (15)

✓13
R

� ✓13
L

' �sat2�
mt

mb

ms

mb

s12s23s� (16)

and similarly for the KM phases

�R � �L ' sat2�
mcc223 +mts223

ms

(17)

where, for simplicity, we defined sij = sin ✓L
ij
, cij =

cos ✓L
ij

and s� = sin �L. These are leading order terms,
more complete expressions for the angles were given
in [7], and the exact first order terms can readily be ob-
tained from (11).

It su�ces to change the signs of quark masses accord-
ingly to get all the other solutions. As shown below, the
absolute values of the mixing angle di↵erences are quite
stable under these transformations, while the KM phase
di↵erence varies somewhat.

Notice that the angle di↵erences vanish in the limit of
CKM phase �L going to zero. This follows from the fact
that in this limit, the first order terms in sat2� in (11) are
purely imaginary and thus a↵ect only the phases. From
the above formulas, it is evident that the angle di↵er-
ences are very small, suppressed by small CKM mixings.
Moreover, in the case of 2-3 and especially 1-3 mixing an-
gles there is an additional suppression of a small quark
mass ratio ms/mb that compensates for the large mt/mb

factor. As if there was a conspiracy in nature to keep the
symmetry between LH and RH mixing angles in a world
with broken parity.

In Fig. 1 we plot in red lines these first order results,
and with blue dots the numerical solutions of the exact
equation. The first order is an excellent approximation
and the agreement between the two is manifest through
the whole physical range of sat2� . Notice that the phase
di↵erence �R � �L is multiplied with the factor sin ✓13

L
.

The reason is that the phases �L and �R are always ac-
companied with sin ✓13

L
and sin ✓13

R
(which are practically

the same), respectively.
The crucial point, as we noticed, is that the di↵erences

of LH and RH mixing angles are always proportional to
another small LH mixings, which control their smallness.
From Fig. 1 it seems that this holds true in higher or-
ders of perturbation in sat2� and the proof comes from
a discussion of a non-realistic two generation situation.
Indeed, from (11), the di↵erence of left and right mixing
angles is zero, since VL is real. In [7] we showed that the
remarkable equality of ✓L and ✓R is actually exact in the
two-generation case, which then guarantees the smallness
of the mixing angles di↵erences at all orders.
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FIG. 1. The di↵erences between the right and left handed
mixing angles and the KM phases. The first order terms are
given by red lines, the blue dots denote numerical solutions of
the exact equation. The agreement is manifest in the entire
physical region sat2� . 0.54.

B. RH external phases.

First, we compute the external phases from (11) and
(13)

!1'�!3+sat2�

✓
mcc223+mts223

ms

�mdc212+mss212
2mu

◆
(18)

!2' �!3 ' sat2�
mt

2mb

(19)

!4'!3�sat2�

✓
c212

mcc223+mts223
ms

+s212
mcc223+mts223

2md

◆

(20)

!5' !3 � sat2� c
2
12
mcc223 +mts223

2ms

(21)

The expressions above are somewhat more precise that
what we gave in the previous Letter version of this work.
Unlike the expressions for the mixing angles and the KM
phases, the external phases depend strongly on the sign
transformations that connect di↵erent solutions. The
above formulas should be taken as an example with all
positive signs. It is straightforward to get more precise
and complete expressions for all the cases. There is one
subtlety to keep in mind: in some cases sign changes
make the phases start from ⇡ and not from zero, but
that is easy to figure out.

We plot these phases in Fig. 2. Again, the first order
results are shown in red, and the numerical results in
blue. Notice that in this case the results start diverging
for larger values sat2� & 0.03, which simply implies the
need for higher order terms in (11), as discussed below.

conspiracy of small 
mixings suppression

✏ = sat2�

justifies quoted limits on  
      - assume same L & R mixings

GS, Tello  1502.05704 (hep-ph)

3

IV. CLASSIC ERA

So far so good. But what fields should be used for the
large scale of symmetry breaking?

In the original version [3–5] one opted for B � L = 1
LH and RH doublets, i.e. the doublets under SU(2)L and
SU(2)R groups respectively. It seemed a logical choice, a
LR extension of the SM Higgs doublet. Looking back, it
is hard to understand why for some years no alternative
was studied, since there was nothing special about this
choice. After all, we had already used the SU(2)L dou-
blets, in a form of a bi-doublet, in order to give masses
to charged fermions. The large scale Higgs sector deter-
mines the ratio of new gauge boson masses, WR and ZR

but why in the world should it mimic the SM situation
with W and Z? It is both instructive and amusing how
one gets sidetracked and confused at the beginnings.

In any case, one sat down to show that parity could be
broken spontaneously [4, 5]. The symmetry of the poten-
tial tells you immediately that there are only two possi-
bilities: (i) same vevs for LH and RH doublets, unaccept-
able; (ii) one of the two vevs vanishing, as required by
experiment. It was easy to show that there was the stable
minimum with only the RH doublet vev, and the task of
breaking the theory down to the SM was achieved [4, 5].

The main prediction of the model was a massive neu-
trino, a Dirac fermion just like the electron. So why in
the world was it so light?

V. MODERN ERA

So, the theory was prophetic in predicting neutrino
mass so early, years before experiment, but it seemed
to fail to account for its smallness [13]. It turned out
that the problem was not LR symmetric gauge group,
but simply the choice of the heavy Higgs sector. This let
to the with a version of the theory based on the seesaw
mechanism [14–16].

The main point was to chose the right Higgs in or-
der to make RH neutrino a heavy Majorana lepton, so
that it could mix with the LH one and give it in turn
a tiny mass. All that it required was to substitute dou-
blets by the appropriate triplets. In this way, the theory
led naturally to a Majorana neutrino and lepton num-
ber violation (LNV). In our paper [15], Mohapatra and I
emphasised this, and argued that the resulting LNV pro-
cess, the neutrinoless double decay [17], could be easily
generated by new RH sector, and not by small Majorana
neutrino mass. Yet, it is often claimed to this day that
this process is a direct probe of neutrino Majorana mass;
this is simply wrong. Btw, the idea of new physics being
possibly behind the neutrinoless double beta decay dates
back all the way to the late fifties [18].

Some years later Wai-Yee Keung [19] and I made a case
for an analog high-energy Lepton Number Violating pro-
cess, the production and the subsequent decay of the RH
neutrino. We realised that due to its Majorana nature,

the RH neutrino, once produced on-shell would decay
equally into a charged lepton and anti-lepton. This allows
to test and measure directly its Majorana nature, not just
indirectly through low energy e↵ective processes. Also,
besides the usual LNV conserving final state, one would
have direct LNV in the form of the same sign charged
di-leptons and (two) jets. This turns out to be a generic
property of any theory that leads to Majorana neutrino
and has become over the years the paradigm for LNV at
hadronic colliders, and today both CMS and ATLAS are
looking into it.
What follows is a brief, almost telegraphic review of

this subject. A reader that wishes to dig deeper can
consult more detailed recent overviews in [10, 20] or a
classic book on the subject [21], especially regarding the
neutrino stu↵.
In summary, the modern day version of the theory is

based on the seesaw mechanism. The Higgs sector con-
sists of the following multiplets [14, 15]: the bi-doublet
� of (7) and the SU(2)L,R triplets �L,R

�L,R =


�+

/
p
2 �++

�0 ��+
/
p
2

�

L,R

(8)

The first stage of symmetry breaking down to the SM
symmetry takes the following form [4, 5, 15]

h�0
Li = 0, h�0

Ri = vR (9)

with vR giving masses to the heavy charged and neutral
gauge bosons WR, ZR, right-handed neutrinos and all the
scalars except for the usual Higgs doublet (the light dou-
blet in the bi-doublet �). Next, the neutral components
of � develop vevs and break the SM symmetry down to
U(1)em

h�i = v diag(cos�,� sin�e�ia) (10)

where v is real and positive and � < ⇡/4, 0 < a < 2⇡.
In turn, �L develops a tiny induced vev h�Li /

v
2
/vR [22] which contributes directly to neutrino mass.

Its smallness is naturally controlled by a small quartic
coupling, sensitive only to the seesaw contribution [22].
I should stress that there is confusion to this day re-

garding the issue of naturalness of small vL, and it is
even argued that parity ought to be broken at the high
scale (with a gauge singlet) in order to make �L heavy
enough, and e↵ectively decouple it from the physics of
the LR theory. However, large scales only add a hierarchy
problem and thus make things worse. A small, protected
coupling is definitely more natural than a large ratio of
mass scales. Moreover, breaking parity through a singlet
vev is physically equivalent to the soft breaking, and is a
step backward towards the original formulation when it
was claimed that parity had to be broken softly.
The soft breaking (or the large scale spontaneous

breaking) alleviates the infamous domain wall prob-
lem [23] of spontaneously broken discrete symmetries,
but this may not be such a problem after all. It turns
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• mu -> 3 e Bµ!3e . 10�12
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams of µ ! e+ee

When MWR is not more than few TeV, there are only three ways that can make this

branching ratio small enough to comply with the experimental constraint given in Table2.3:

BRexp(µ ! e+ee) < 10�12 (2.11)

For example, an almost diagonal right-handed mixing matrix VR ' 1, or an almost degen-

erate heavy neutrino spectra mN1 ' mN2 ' mN3 are enough to make (2.10) vanish. But

far more interesting is when the ratio mNi/m�++ is small itself. Indeed, for MWR at the

reach of LHC, the following ratio:
mNi

m�++
. 1

10
(2.12)

will ensure that for any VR and any heavy neutrino hierarchy the branching ratio agrees

with the experimental limit given in Table 2.3.

Radiative decay µ ! e�

We now calculate the radiative decay rate of `1 ! `2� with the help of [50] and update

the formulas presented in [51] by including the mixing of light and heavy neutrinos. The

relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure 2.4. The e↵ective Hamiltonian reads as

follows:

H`1!`2� = `2 �µ⌫
⇥
(�LL + �LR)21�R + (�RR + �RL)21�L

⇤
`1F

µ⌫ (2.13)

and total decay rate is given by the following generic formula:

�(`1 ! `2�) =
m3

`1

16⇡

⇣
|(�LL + �LR)21|2 + |(�RR + �RL)21|2

⌘
(2.14)
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Lepton flavour violation
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• mu - conversion: mu+x -> e + X SINDRUM IIBµ!e < 7⇥ 10�13

q q
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L,R �++
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Figure 2.5: Feynman diagrams of muon conversion.

of the proton on the outgoing electron, and �cap is the capture rate. These values can be

found tabulated for every element in [52]. For example, for Au we have V (p)
Au = 0.0974m5/2

µ

and �Au
cap ' 6 �µ. Taking the enhancement in the region of phenomenologically interest

log2 ⇠ 2⇥ 102 one finds:

B(µAu ! eAu) ' 5⇥ 10�10

✓
3.5TeV

MWR

◆4 ����
MNM⇤

N

m++
�

����
2

eµ

(2.25)

The muon conversion mediated by the doubly charged scalars is therefore slightly more

constrained than the decay µ ! e�. Both branching ratios are theoretically of the same

order because the additional factor of ↵ in the muon conversion gets balanced by the large

logarithm coming from the loop, but at the same time the limits on the conversion are

roughly one order of magnitude stronger.

2.5 Interplay between di↵erent LFV processes

Lepton flavor violation could vanish if the right-handed mixing matrix is nearly diagonal.

So a definite prediction can not be made and the di↵erent rates depend crucially on

VR. For a generic VR one could also have a particular mass spectrum of right-handed

heavy neutrinos which could make the rate of one or more processes vanish as well. The

interesting processes with high sensitivity are µ ! e+ee, µ ! e�, and µ-e in the nuclei.

The common flavor dependence of µ ! e� and µ-e conversion is given by:

(MNM⇤
N )eµ = �m2

12c13s12(c12c23 � e�ids12s13s23) + e�id�m2
13s13c13s23 (2.26)

with �m2
12, �m2

13 the mass squared di↵erence of the heavy neutrinos and with s12 =

sin ✓R12, etc. This factor can vanish for some �m2
13 and �m2

13. For µ ! e+ee one have

additionally the freedom of the Majorana phases and they can easily make the rate vanish

as well. So without the masses mN we can not constrain our parameter space either. The

problem is that we have only three competitive processes. We could have done more if
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Figure 2.4: Feynman diagrams of µ ! e�.

The matrices �LL,�LR,�LR and �RL are found to be:

�LL = m`1
eGF

4
p
2⇡2

M2
W

M2
WR

✓
1

24

M⇤
NMN

m2
�+

L

+
1

3

M⇤
NMN

m2
�++

L

◆
(2.15a)

�RR = m`1
eGF

4
p
2⇡2

M2
W

M2
WR

✓
1

8

MNM⇤
N

M2
WR

+
1

3

MNM⇤
N

m2
�++

R

◆
(2.15b)

�LR = m`1
eGF

4
p
2⇡2

✓
⇥†V ⇤

RF1(t)V
T
R ⇥� ⇠⇤⇥†V ⇤

RF2(t)V
T
R
M⇤

N

m`1

◆
(2.15c)

�RL = m`1
eGF

4
p
2⇡2

✓
|⇠|2V ⇤

RF1(t)V
T
R � MN

m`1
V ⇤
RF2(t)V

T
R ⇠⇥

◆
(2.15d)

where the loop fuctions entering in �LR and �RL are:

F1(t) =
�4t3 + 45t2 � 33t+ 10

12(t� 1)3
� 3t3 log t

2(t� 1)4
(2.16)

F2(t) =
t2 � 11t+ 4

2(t� 1)2
+

3t2 log t

(t� 1)3
(2.17)

where t = m2
N/M2

W . Moreover, as we are interested in a low scale of heavy neutrinos,

we have taken the limit mN ⌧ MWR and simplified an extra loop function present in the

gauge component of �RR. The branching ratio µ ! e� normalize to the standard muon

28
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P: slightly more subtle

S = diag(s, s0, s
⇤)

S = diagonal, but can be complex - with the form

p
SET = E

p
S
⇤with

S = real  )

S = complex  ) E =

0

@
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

1

A

E = 1

X = O

p
SEO

† EET = 1
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Probing the origin of neutrino mass by disentangling the seesaw mechanism is one of the central
issues of particle physics. We address it in the minimal left-right symmetric model and show how
the knowledge of light and heavy neutrino masses and mixings su�ces to determine their Dirac
Yukawa couplings. This in turn allows one to make predictions for a number of high and low
energy phenomena, such as decays of heavy neutrinos, neutrinoless double beta decay, electric
dipole moments of charged leptons and neutrino transition moments. We also discuss a way of
reconstructing the neutrino Dirac Yukawa couplings at colliders such as the LHC.

I. Introduction. In the Standard Model (SM) all par-
ticles get their masses from the vacuum. This profound
mechanism can be verified through the decays of the
Higgs-Weinberg boson [1, 2], apparently found by CMS
and ATLAS [3]. In particular, to every charged fermion
of mass mf corresponds a unique (Dirac) Yukawa cou-
pling, which implies the following branching ratio

�
�
h ! ff

�
/ m

2
f . (1)

What about neutrinos? Being neutral, they could be
described by real Majorana spinors of mass m⌫ [4]. This
happens naturally in the seesaw mechanism when one
adds heavy right-handed (RH) neutrinos of mass mN to
the SM [5]. However, even if one were able to measure
both light and heavy neutrino masses and light neutrino
mixing matrix VL, the Dirac couplings still could not be
unambiguously determined [6, 7]. This is evident from
the expression for the neutrino Dirac yukawa couplings:

MD = i
p
mNO

p
m⌫V

†
L , (2)

where O is an arbitrary orthogonal complex matrix.
Thus no prediction analogous to (1) can be made for
neutrinos. The portion of parameter space where the
imaginary components of the Euler angles parametrizing
O are large, leads to large ⌫ � N mixing and the origin
of neutrino mass is hidden from the processes that could
probe it.

The question is what happens in a more fundamental
theory, such as the left-right (LR) symmetric model, in-
troduced in order to understand the origin of parity vio-
lation [8]. Historically, this model led to neutrino masses
long before the experiment and also to the seesaw mech-
anism [9, 10].

We show that once the mass matrix of heavy neutrinos
is measured, the relation between heavy and light neutri-
nos can be made definite in the usual manner: one first
measures the particle masses and mixing before predict-
ing Yukawa couplings. The KS [11] production process
of heavy neutrinos allows one to measure their masses
and flavour composition and determine their Majorana
nature [12]. The theory then predicts the Dirac Yukawa

couplings which can in principle be measured at the LHC.
This amounts to probing the origin of neutrino mass,
in complete analogy with the Higgs-Weinberg program
for the charged fermions and gauge bosons.Moreover, it
sheds light on neutrinoless double beta decay and lepton
dipole moments.

II. The Minimal LR Model. The minimal left-
right symmetric model (LRSM) is based on the gauge
group SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ U(1)B�L, augmented by a
LR symmetry which implies equality of gauge couplings
gL = gR ⌘ g. Fermions come in LR symmetric doublet
representations QL,R = (u, d)L,R and LL,R = (⌫, `)L,R

and the relevant charged gauge interactions are

Lgauge =
g
p
2

⇣
⌫LV

†
L
/WLeL +NRV

†
R
/WReR

⌘
+ h.c.. (3)

The Higgs sector consists [9] of a complex bi-doublet
�(2, 2, 0) and two triplets�L(3, 1, 2) and�R(1, 3, 2) with
quantum numbers referring to the LR gauge group.
In the seesaw picture the Majorana neutrino mass ma-

trix is given by [13]

M⌫ = ML �M
T
D

1

MN
MD, (4)

where MD is the neutrino Dirac mass matrix, while
ML / M

2
WL

/MWR and MN / MWR are the symmetric
Majorana mass matrices of left- and right-handed neutri-
nos, respectively. The above formula connects the small-
ness of neutrino mass to the scale of parity restoration at
high energies.
It is crucial that there be new physical phenomena that

allow to probe directly1 the Majorana nature of RH neu-
trinos and determine their masses and mixings from ex-
periment [11], as discussed in the following section.

1
In case RH neutrinos are too light to be probed at the LHC, one

may still determine indirectly their masses and mixings as in the

case when the lightest one is the warm dark matter [14].
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We opt for charge conjugation C as LR symmetry, with
the fields transforming as fL $ (fR)c, � ! �T and
�L $ �⇤

R (the case of parity will be discussed else-
where). The mass matrices then satisfy

ML =
vL

vR
MN , (5)

MD = M
T
D , (6)

where vR ⌘ h�0
Ri sets the large scale (e.g.: MWR = g vR)

and vL ⌘ h�0
Li is naturally suppressed by the large scale

and can be shown that vL  O(10 GeV) [15]. For the
complex issues related to determining vL, we refer the
reader to [16].

In the case of C, there is a theoretical lower bound on
the LR scale MWR & 2.5 TeV [17, 18], coming essentially
from K�K mixing. It is noteworthy that direct searches
for WR at LHC are now probing this scale [19, 20].

III. From Majorana to Dirac. The above seesaw for-
mula seemingly obfuscates the connection between heavy
and light neutrinos and common lore was that this con-
nection cannot be unravelled [6]. However, since the
Dirac mass matrix must be symmetric, it can be obtained
directly from (4)

MD = MN

r
vL

vR
�

1

MN
M⌫ , (7)

and thereby one can determine the mixing between
light and heavy neutrinos. The square root of an
n-dimensional matrix always has 2n discrete solutions
which can be found in [21] (ambiguities might arise in
singular points of the parameter space).

The above expression o↵ers a unified picture of the
low energy phenomena such as lepton flavour violation,
lepton number violation through the neutrinoless double
beta decay, electric dipole moments of charged leptons,
neutrino transition moments, neutrino oscillations and
neutrino cosmology. Some examples are discussed be-
low, while the rest will be dealt with in a forthcoming
publication.

It should be mentioned that the determination of the
RH neutrino mass matrix as a function of the Dirac
Yukawa coupling was studied before in [22, 23]. This
approach requires additional theoretical structure such
as quark lepton symmetry and SO(10) unified theories
[23].

Here we wish to show, on the contrary, that without
any new assumption the LRSM is a complete theory of
neutrino masses and mixings, in the sense that the mea-
surements of the heavy sector at colliders can determine
and inter-connect the low energy phenomena, including
those which proceed via Dirac Yukawa couplings. Thus
our program is in the same spirit as the SM: to pre-
dict the couplings with the Higgs-Weinberg boson as a
function of the basic fermion properties such as masses
and gauge mixings. It may take a long time before these
Dirac Yukawa couplings are measured; the essential point

is the capacity of the theory to relate them to the basic
measurable quantities.

On the absence of ambiguity of MD. As expressed
in (2), in the conventional seesaw mechanism MD is un-
determined. On the other hand, in this case (equivalent
to setting vL = 0 in (7)), one gets

MD = iMN

q
M

�1
N M⌫ . (8)

The crucial point here is that MD is symmetric and from
this requirement the matrix O can be shown to be fixed
in terms of physical parameters m⌫ ,mN , VL and VR (un-
like in the case of seesaw in the SM, VR is a physical
parameter as defined in (3))

O =
p
mN

q
m

�1
N V

†
RV

⇤
Lm⌫V

†
LV

⇤
R V

T
R VL

p
m

�1
⌫ . (9)

As can be seen from above, the elements of O take at
most values of order one. Moreover, this parametrisation
o↵ers an alternative method of computing MD which will
be discussed elsewhere.
The case with nonzero vL is completely analogous (see

[24]) and similarly, the matrix O is a function of physical
observables only.

MN from LHC. The mass matrix of light neutrinos

M⌫ = V
⇤
Lm⌫V

†
L (10)

is being probed by low energy experiments, while the one
of heavy neutrinos2

MN = VRmNV
T
R (11)

on the other hand, can be determined at high energy
colliders through the KS reaction [11]. This amounts to
producing WR at the usual Drell-Yan resonance, with
a reach of 5.8 TeV for WR mass and 3.4 TeV for the
N mass at the LHC [25, 26]. One can also verify the
chirality of the new charged gauge boson [25, 27]. Unlike
in the case of WL, where neutrinos act as missing energy,
here the decays of heavy RH neutrinos lead to a lepton
number violating final state of two same-sign leptons and
two jets. Moreover, one can directly probe the Majorana
nature of RH neutrinos through their equal branching
ratios into charged leptons and anti-leptons [11]. Due to
the absence of missing energy in the final state, one can
fully reconstruct the heavy neutrino masses mN from the
invariant mass of one of the leptons and two jets in the
final state [17, 19], together with mixings VR by tagging
the flavour of the final state leptons [28].
While waiting for the LHC to provide this information,

the reader may find it useful to have a simple working
example

VR = V
⇤
L . (12)

2
The mass matrix of charged leptons, being symmetric, can be

taken diagonal without loss of generality.

C:

P:

M⇤
⌫ =

v⇤L
vR

�MD
1

M⇤
N

M⇤
D

v⇤L
vR

� 1p
MN

M⇤
⌫

1p
MN

= XX⇤

general case - non zero vL 

2

We opt for charge conjugation C as LR symmetry, with
the fields transforming as fL $ (fR)c, � ! �T and
�L $ �⇤

R (the case of parity will be discussed else-
where). The mass matrices then satisfy

ML =
vL

vR
MN , (5)

MD = M
T
D , (6)

where vR ⌘ h�0
Ri sets the large scale (e.g.: MWR = g vR)

and vL ⌘ h�0
Li is naturally suppressed by the large scale

and can be shown that vL  O(10 GeV) [15]. For the
complex issues related to determining vL, we refer the
reader to [16].

In the case of C, there is a theoretical lower bound on
the LR scale MWR & 2.5 TeV [17, 18], coming essentially
from K�K mixing. It is noteworthy that direct searches
for WR at LHC are now probing this scale [19, 20].

III. From Majorana to Dirac. The above seesaw for-
mula seemingly obfuscates the connection between heavy
and light neutrinos and common lore was that this con-
nection cannot be unravelled [6]. However, since the
Dirac mass matrix must be symmetric, it can be obtained
directly from (4)

MD = MN

r
vL

vR
�

1

MN
M⌫ , (7)

and thereby one can determine the mixing between
light and heavy neutrinos. The square root of an
n-dimensional matrix always has 2n discrete solutions
which can be found in [21] (ambiguities might arise in
singular points of the parameter space).

The above expression o↵ers a unified picture of the
low energy phenomena such as lepton flavour violation,
lepton number violation through the neutrinoless double
beta decay, electric dipole moments of charged leptons,
neutrino transition moments, neutrino oscillations and
neutrino cosmology. Some examples are discussed be-
low, while the rest will be dealt with in a forthcoming
publication.

It should be mentioned that the determination of the
RH neutrino mass matrix as a function of the Dirac
Yukawa coupling was studied before in [22, 23]. This
approach requires additional theoretical structure such
as quark lepton symmetry and SO(10) unified theories
[23].

Here we wish to show, on the contrary, that without
any new assumption the LRSM is a complete theory of
neutrino masses and mixings, in the sense that the mea-
surements of the heavy sector at colliders can determine
and inter-connect the low energy phenomena, including
those which proceed via Dirac Yukawa couplings. Thus
our program is in the same spirit as the SM: to pre-
dict the couplings with the Higgs-Weinberg boson as a
function of the basic fermion properties such as masses
and gauge mixings. It may take a long time before these
Dirac Yukawa couplings are measured; the essential point

is the capacity of the theory to relate them to the basic
measurable quantities.

On the absence of ambiguity of MD. As expressed
in (2), in the conventional seesaw mechanism MD is un-
determined. On the other hand, in this case (equivalent
to setting vL = 0 in (7)), one gets

MD = iMN

q
M

�1
N M⌫ . (8)

The crucial point here is that MD is symmetric and from
this requirement the matrix O can be shown to be fixed
in terms of physical parameters m⌫ ,mN , VL and VR (un-
like in the case of seesaw in the SM, VR is a physical
parameter as defined in (3))

O =
p
mN

q
m

�1
N V

†
RV

⇤
Lm⌫V

†
LV

⇤
R V

T
R VL

p
m

�1
⌫ . (9)

As can be seen from above, the elements of O take at
most values of order one. Moreover, this parametrisation
o↵ers an alternative method of computing MD which will
be discussed elsewhere.
The case with nonzero vL is completely analogous (see

[24]) and similarly, the matrix O is a function of physical
observables only.

MN from LHC. The mass matrix of light neutrinos

M⌫ = V
⇤
Lm⌫V

†
L (10)

is being probed by low energy experiments, while the one
of heavy neutrinos2

MN = VRmNV
T
R (11)

on the other hand, can be determined at high energy
colliders through the KS reaction [11]. This amounts to
producing WR at the usual Drell-Yan resonance, with
a reach of 5.8 TeV for WR mass and 3.4 TeV for the
N mass at the LHC [25, 26]. One can also verify the
chirality of the new charged gauge boson [25, 27]. Unlike
in the case of WL, where neutrinos act as missing energy,
here the decays of heavy RH neutrinos lead to a lepton
number violating final state of two same-sign leptons and
two jets. Moreover, one can directly probe the Majorana
nature of RH neutrinos through their equal branching
ratios into charged leptons and anti-leptons [11]. Due to
the absence of missing energy in the final state, one can
fully reconstruct the heavy neutrino masses mN from the
invariant mass of one of the leptons and two jets in the
final state [17, 19], together with mixings VR by tagging
the flavour of the final state leptons [28].
While waiting for the LHC to provide this information,

the reader may find it useful to have a simple working
example

VR = V
⇤
L . (12)

2
The mass matrix of charged leptons, being symmetric, can be

taken diagonal without loss of generality.

C:

P:

MD = M†
D
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X =
1p
MN

MD
1

p
M

⇤
N

X = X†
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no LNV at colliders
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spectrum and mixings completely determined
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neutrinoless double beta decay imminent
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instead, a perturbative approach = use small   
epsilon which measures spontaneous P breaking 

✏ = tan 2� sin↵

tan� = v2/v1
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IV. CLASSIC ERA

So far so good. But what fields should be used for the
large scale of symmetry breaking?

In the original version [3–5] one opted for B � L = 1
LH and RH doublets, i.e. the doublets under SU(2)L and
SU(2)R groups respectively. It seemed a logical choice, a
LR extension of the SM Higgs doublet. Looking back, it
is hard to understand why for some years no alternative
was studied, since there was nothing special about this
choice. After all, we had already used the SU(2)L dou-
blets, in a form of a bi-doublet, in order to give masses
to charged fermions. The large scale Higgs sector deter-
mines the ratio of new gauge boson masses, WR and ZR

but why in the world should it mimic the SM situation
with W and Z? It is both instructive and amusing how
one gets sidetracked and confused at the beginnings.

In any case, one sat down to show that parity could be
broken spontaneously [4, 5]. The symmetry of the poten-
tial tells you immediately that there are only two possi-
bilities: (i) same vevs for LH and RH doublets, unaccept-
able; (ii) one of the two vevs vanishing, as required by
experiment. It was easy to show that there was the stable
minimum with only the RH doublet vev, and the task of
breaking the theory down to the SM was achieved [4, 5].

The main prediction of the model was a massive neu-
trino, a Dirac fermion just like the electron. So why in
the world was it so light?

V. MODERN ERA

So, the theory was prophetic in predicting neutrino
mass so early, years before experiment, but it seemed
to fail to account for its smallness [13]. It turned out
that the problem was not LR symmetric gauge group,
but simply the choice of the heavy Higgs sector. This let
to the with a version of the theory based on the seesaw
mechanism [14–16].

The main point was to chose the right Higgs in or-
der to make RH neutrino a heavy Majorana lepton, so
that it could mix with the LH one and give it in turn
a tiny mass. All that it required was to substitute dou-
blets by the appropriate triplets. In this way, the theory
led naturally to a Majorana neutrino and lepton num-
ber violation (LNV). In our paper [15], Mohapatra and I
emphasised this, and argued that the resulting LNV pro-
cess, the neutrinoless double decay [17], could be easily
generated by new RH sector, and not by small Majorana
neutrino mass. Yet, it is often claimed to this day that
this process is a direct probe of neutrino Majorana mass;
this is simply wrong. Btw, the idea of new physics being
possibly behind the neutrinoless double beta decay dates
back all the way to the late fifties [18].

Some years later Wai-Yee Keung [19] and I made a case
for an analog high-energy Lepton Number Violating pro-
cess, the production and the subsequent decay of the RH
neutrino. We realised that due to its Majorana nature,

the RH neutrino, once produced on-shell would decay
equally into a charged lepton and anti-lepton. This allows
to test and measure directly its Majorana nature, not just
indirectly through low energy e↵ective processes. Also,
besides the usual LNV conserving final state, one would
have direct LNV in the form of the same sign charged
di-leptons and (two) jets. This turns out to be a generic
property of any theory that leads to Majorana neutrino
and has become over the years the paradigm for LNV at
hadronic colliders, and today both CMS and ATLAS are
looking into it.
What follows is a brief, almost telegraphic review of

this subject. A reader that wishes to dig deeper can
consult more detailed recent overviews in [10, 20] or a
classic book on the subject [21], especially regarding the
neutrino stu↵.
In summary, the modern day version of the theory is

based on the seesaw mechanism. The Higgs sector con-
sists of the following multiplets [14, 15]: the bi-doublet
� of (7) and the SU(2)L,R triplets �L,R

�L,R =


�+

/
p
2 �++

�0 ��+
/
p
2

�

L,R

(8)

The first stage of symmetry breaking down to the SM
symmetry takes the following form [4, 5, 15]

h�0
Li = 0, h�0

Ri = vR (9)

with vR giving masses to the heavy charged and neutral
gauge bosons WR, ZR, right-handed neutrinos and all the
scalars except for the usual Higgs doublet (the light dou-
blet in the bi-doublet �). Next, the neutral components
of � develop vevs and break the SM symmetry down to
U(1)em

h�i = v diag(cos�,� sin�e�ia) (10)

where v is real and positive and � < ⇡/4, 0 < a < 2⇡.
In turn, �L develops a tiny induced vev h�Li /

v
2
/vR [22] which contributes directly to neutrino mass.

Its smallness is naturally controlled by a small quartic
coupling, sensitive only to the seesaw contribution [22].
I should stress that there is confusion to this day re-

garding the issue of naturalness of small vL, and it is
even argued that parity ought to be broken at the high
scale (with a gauge singlet) in order to make �L heavy
enough, and e↵ectively decouple it from the physics of
the LR theory. However, large scales only add a hierarchy
problem and thus make things worse. A small, protected
coupling is definitely more natural than a large ratio of
mass scales. Moreover, breaking parity through a singlet
vev is physically equivalent to the soft breaking, and is a
step backward towards the original formulation when it
was claimed that parity had to be broken softly.
The soft breaking (or the large scale spontaneous

breaking) alleviates the infamous domain wall prob-
lem [23] of spontaneously broken discrete symmetries,
but this may not be such a problem after all. It turns
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and with the seesaw
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Schechter-Valle “theorem”:
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Figure 1: Contribution of the Black Box operator to the Majorana neutrino mass [9].

Then, it is possible to draw the diagram in Fig. 1, so that neutrinoless double beta decay
induces a non-zero e!ective Majorana mass for the electron neutrino, no matter which is the
underlying mechanism of the decay. The Black Box is nothing but an e!ective operator for
neutrinoless double beta decay which arises from some underlying New Physics. The first
assumption is necessary to ensure that two identical neutrinos are created. This can be seen
in the following way [10]: We do not know anything about the chirality of the electrons and
quarks produced by neutrinoless double beta decay. However, this assumption guarantees
that we can make the particles running in the loops in Fig. 1 left-handed, by mass insertion
if necessary. Thus the standard left-handed interaction from the second assumption produces
the same type of neutrino at both vertices. Otherwise it would be possible that a neutrino
and an antineutrino are created, which would give a Dirac mass term.

Note, however, that the diagram in Fig. 1 is certainly not the only one that generates a
non-zero e!ective Majorana mass for the electron neutrino. Other tree and loop diagrams
exist and in addition the physical neutrino masses depend also on Dirac mass terms. Further-
more, there may even be cancellations between di!erent Majorana contributions which are
induced by the Black Box diagram(s). This may appear as a fine-tuning, but the observed
fermion mass patterns suggest that symmetries which explain these patterns may exist, and
such symmetries could also lead to non-trivial cancellations. Taking into account this possi-
bility of cancellations, Takasugi [10] and Nieves [11] improved the argument of Schechter and
Valle [9], and showed that there cannot be a continuous or discrete symmetry protecting a
vanishing Majorana mass to all orders in perturbation theory. We will follow the arguments
of Takasugi [10] here. He assumed an unbroken discrete symmetry protecting the Majorana
neutrino mass (the "’s are global phase factors):

!eL ! "!!eL, eL ! "eeL, qL ! "qqL (q = u, d), W+µ
L ! "WW+µ

L . (1)

To forbid the Majorana mass term, we need to have

"2! "= 1 , (2)

and the invariance of the left-handed interaction requires

""!"e"W = ""u"d"W = 1 . (3)

However, the existence of 0!## (that is, the process dL + dL ! uL + uL + eL + eL) implies

"2u"
"2
d "2e = 1 . (4)

It is easy to see that Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) cannot be solved simultaneously. Thus, if
the Majorana mass term is forbidden by an unbroken discrete symmetry, there will be no

2

implies neutrino Majorana mass

 effectively = o

  - probe of neutrino (Majorana) mass0⌫2�

0⌫2�

Schecter, Valle ’82

Duerr, Lindner, Merle ‘ 11

�m⌫ ' 10�24 eV

Planck scale seesaw
m⌫ ' 10�5 eV
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